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Patching and Mending
Wool Garments
Select Suitable Mend
Here are points to think about when you are
deciding which darn or patch you want to use on
a particular place to be mended
Shape of the place to be mended. A bad snag
naturally calls for a different type of mend than a
slanting cut or a straight tear.
Fabric. Does it have a nap—or is it smooth? Is
it light or heavy in weight? Is it washable—or
must it be dry cleaned? Does it fray?
Size of the hole. Some mends are more successful on small holes—others on large ones.
Where is the hole? Is it in a spot that will be
strained constantly when you wear the garment?
Or is it in an out-of-the-way place? This makes a
difference in how sturdy the mend must be.

This circular was prepared by Extension clothing specialists,
Oregon State University.

The Fringed Patch
This patch is suitable only for fabric which is rather coarsely woven,
such as tweed. It is not practical for fabrics like gabardine.
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1. Trim the hole,, following a
thread of the material so the
opening forms either a square
or a rectangle.

2. Draw a thread ^ inch from
the edge of the opening on all
four sides. Be careful that the
drawn threads do not extend
beyond this line.
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3. Cut the patch 1^ inches
larger than the opening on all
sides. Be sure the patch exactly matches the pattern and
grain or weave of the garment.
Fringe the patch 1 inch on all
sides.

4. Pin the patch right side up
over the opening on the outside of the garment. Be sure
the lengthwise yarns of the
patch exactly match the lengthwise yarns of the garments.

5. Turn the garment wrong
side out. Pull fringe to wrong
side with a number 7 crochet
hook. Next, pull a yarn
through at the other corners.

6. Begin at a corner of the
patch and pull the thread
through the space left by pulling out the yarn as shown in
the picture.

7. Check from the right side
to be sure that the patch is on
straight. Then, matching the
weave, continue pulling all
the raveled threads through
to the wrong side.
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8. Steam press the patch from
the wrong side. Be sure the
patch is smooth and flat, not
drawn. Catch down fringe on
the wrong side with needle
and thread. Do not pull these
stitches tight or they will
show on the right side.

The Knit Mend
In knit material snags or breaks stretch to form holes. Try to mend
these while they still are small. The following mends will take care of
most knit repair. For any type of mend, you'll need matching yarn. Either
ravel out a pocket or some other part of the garment you can do without,
or you may be able to buy a matching skein.
If the knit is plain, you can copy the stitch in the garment with a
knit stitch- This mend hardly shows, and it will "give" as much as the
rest of the garment.

1. Cut the material vertically a little above and
below the center of the hole. Then make two
horizontal cuts—one above the hole, one below.
Ravel the knit to the ends of the cuts.
Thread each loose end and run it back through
the fabric on the underside.

2. Zigzag across the hole lengthwise with matching yarn.

3. Work the knit stitch as shown.

To keep a simple break in the knitting from growing, catch each end
of each loop with a needle and matching thread. Tit off securely on the
wrong side.

Guides for Patches and Darns
Patches
Cut patch on grainline. Sew it on
so the crosswise and lengthwise
threads in the patch will match
crosswise and lengthwise threads
in the fabric.
Match perfectly each detail of
fabric design. This helps hide the
mend.
Use faded patch if garment is
old and faded. Try to get a matching patch from a hem or some spot
where you can space old fabric.

Darns
Except for very small holes and
worn spots (such as on household
linens) darns are seldom used on
any fabric except wool, or heavy
fabrics that have somewhat the
same texture as wool.
Use thread that blends with the
fabric. Pull yarns from a scrap of
the same cloth if you have saved
any, or ravel them from straightcut seams where they can be spared.

can't get self-yarn. Remember that
thread usually works up lighter
than it appears on the spool; so it
is better to buy slightly darker
thread.
Repeat weave of fabric as closely
as possible. Work under a strong
light.
Use a short thread and fine needle. Long thread pulled back and
forth across a tear or hole tends to
pull and stretch a darn out of
shape.
Work for flatness. If the yarns
are pulled up tight, the finished
darn puckers and looks drawn. Too
loose stitching, on the other hand,
will make the darn look "puffy."
Draw mending yarn through
yarns in fabric itself. Take tiny
stitches, and be especially careful
not to pull them too taut when you
make a turn. Run the stitches unevenly into the fabric around the
edge of the darn, so you won't be
able to see a definite line where the
darn starts.

Use lengthwise yarns for darning lengthwise — crosswise yarns
for crosswise darning. If you are
raveling threads from the garment,
you may be able to get crosswise
threads from the inside of the hem
—lengthwise threads from the seam
allowances in the skirt and waist.

Pull ends of darning yarns to inside of garment and clip them.

Use dull, matching sewing thread
that blends with the fabric if you

Press finished darn
side.

Darn on right side of fabric because you can see whether or not
you are blending the darn into the
fabric.
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Oregon State University
Serves You and
All Oregonians
• Consumer Information—Food buys and nutrition tips; clothing and textile
purchase and care, family life, gardening, landscaping, equipment selection
and maintenance, home planning and money management ...
• Forestry—Information and assistance for farm woodlot owners.
Measuring, harvesting, conservation practices, government programs,
marketing information, Christmas-tree production . . .
• Public Affairs—Extension helps people help themselves, working with many
other government and civil agencies and groups. Prominent examples are
work in the Town and Country Church meetings. Great Decisions discussion
programs, health and safety education programs, and radio, TV, news information service on public affairs . . .
• Agriculture—Research-based information on crop varieties, disease,
insect, and weed control, animal science, marketing, management, agricultural buildings and equipment, rural defense and emergencies, safety,
tax and business law, government programs . . .
• Marketing—Market information, outlook, educational programs, specialized
services by marketing specialists in all major commodities and management
of farm businesses . . .
• 4-H Club Work—4-H Club work is available to all Oregon boys
and girls from 9 through 19. Projects include animal and plant science,
natural science, mechanics, business and marketing, personal development, creative arts, home economics . . .
• Conservation—Information and current research to demonstrate not only
the importance but the HOW of conservation, with the goal of preventing
pollution and depletion of Oregon's resources . . .

Cooperative Extension work in Agriculture and Home Economics, Joseph R. Cox,
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